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In Preventive Maintenance there's a 
man who's sometimes forgotten. 

He's part of the Preventive Mainte
nance team, though. A mighty important 
man. Here're the things he does to help 
you do your job better and keep the 
equipment rolling and shooting: 

He's the man who gets the tools, parts, 
lubes, fuels and other items you want for 

your job. 

He gets all the manuals, lube orders, 
copies of PS Magazine, and other publi
cations you need to help you maintain 
your equipment. 

He's the man who sees that you- and 
your buddies-get the training you need 
to operate and maintain your equipment 
so's it'll be in the best shape at all times. 

He figures out the amount of time you'll 
need to keep your equipment maintained, 
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copies of PS Magazine, and other publi
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your equipment. 

He's the man who sees that you-and 
your buddies-get the training you need 
to operate and maintain your equipment 
so's it'll be in the best shape at all times. 

He figures out the amount of time you'll 
need to keep your equipment maintained, 

and he makes sure you get that time in 
your training or work. 

Last-but not least-he checks over 
your equipment to see that you' re doing 
the Preventive Maintenance right and to 
see that your equipment is up to snuff 
and ready to fight. 

Glad he's on your team? Y're darned 
right. 

Who is he? Your CO, o'course. 
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All generators as we know them today arc machines which move wires, gener
ally coiled on an armature, through the fields of magnets (0 produce electricity. 

The commutator is that ring of bars on the end of the armature. Brushes 
ride on it and pick the current out of the moving armature so you can take it 
where you need it. A small electro-magnet or field coil gives the same results as a 
large heavy permanent magnet, so generators are made small enough to moune 
on vehicles to carry around. 

To be useful on a truck. a generator must have a fairly even and controlled 1 
output. A generator used rooperate only 

onc lamp and set on a fixed base and • HgE.'I! i.RiJa"!'tl"lfI'B2w' , -1 
driven by a constant speed engine would 
be no problem. When you have the right -=--
size generator running at the right - ,....~.:. ~'1~ IF YOU WIGGLE I 
speed, you'd be right. ~. ". ' A Wilt TWIXT 

' . TWO POlES Of , 
THE CHANGING LOAD MAGIIlT, YOU 

But on your truck you have lots of d if- '" ~ $ (lEAn mmlCAl ~ 
ferent electrical loads-lights on, lights f(("0 ~ (UltENT . 
off, etc -and the engine turns at lots 

of different speeds-motor faster, more . . WHICH IS BASICAllY 

juice put out. So, you need either 10 ~'- HOW YOUR GENERATOR DOES IT. 

of different sizes of generator, or so~ 
other answer. 



All generatOrs as we know them today arc machines which move wires, gener- Since you can't carry a couple of dozen different generators around, you need 
ally coiled on an armature, through the fields of magnets to produce electricity. some way to change the output of your one generator. Fortunately, one armature 

The commutator is that ring of bars on the end of the armature. Brushes will work pretty well at different speeds and with different sizes of field magnets. 
ride on ie and pick the current out of the moving armature so you can take it Still, you can't be jumping out to change field magnets every ten seconds, so you 
where you need it. A small electro-magnet or field coil gives the same results as a need some way to change 'em automatically. The easiest way to change the effec-
large heavy permanent magnet, so generatOrs are made small enough to mount tive size of your field magnets is to change the amperage they are carrying. 
on vehicles to carry around. So, if you had some gismo which would put in different amounts of current to 

To be useful on a truck. a generator must have a faicly even and controlled t the field coils, it would have the same effect as changing the size of the field 
output. A generator used to operate only magnets, and would control the output of the generator. You have 

one lamp and set on a fixed base and 'imp. ; .... ""1"IfI"oo"."'. mC'¥:te,.,WI such a gismo-your generator regulator. 
driven by a constant speed engine would - Flip your eye across the top of these pages and you'll see the 
be no problem. When you have the right h-;;"__ regulator controlling the amount of current running back to the 

size gener~tor r~nning at the eight ~ ><"~i~-~ If YOU WIGGLE ; !' generator (field coils);-:-and the amo~nt ~f current .running back 
speed, you d be rIght. !!> A WilE TWIXT there, as the electrons are demonstratmg, IS controllmg the gener-

THE CHANGING LOAD -~ r:G:'~\:' A I ator output. In a worcl then, the regulator is just a 3-armed traffic 
But on your truck you have lots of diE- /' ~ ~ ::=-.:: ClEAn EUmlCAl I ' cop that measures the traffic between the generator and the battery-

ferent electrical loads-lights on, lights CUlIENT then shoots the right amount of juice back to the generator to in-
off, etc -and the engine turns at lots crease or decrease the output. More output needed, more juice sent 
of different speeds-motor faster, more WHICH IS BASICAllY along the feed-back-Iess current needed, less feed-back (field) cur-
juice put out. So, you need either 10 HOW YOUR GENERATOR DOES IT rent is sent. F: 

ijT 0 understond the works of a generator regulator I 
~t~~~ffae:::::.izes of generator, or so you first must know what it has to do. 



Since you can't carry a couple of dozen different generacors around, you need 
some way to change the output of your one generator. Fortunately, one armature 
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crease or decrease the output. More output needed, more juice sent 

\l."~~~')'t!:=~ a long the feed-back-Iess current needed, less feed-back (field) cur
rent is sent. 
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you first must know what it ha, to do. 



ELECTRICITY 

WHEN A LOTTA ElECTRONS 

GET TO GOIN' SOMEPLACE, 
. . . THAT'S CURRENT ... AND 
AS YOU KNOW, WIRES ARE 
WHAT THEY GO THRU .. 

REGULATOR 

4 

I 

~ 



ELECTRICITY 

WHEN A Lon A ElECTRONS 
GET TO GOIN' SOMEPLACE, 
... THAT'S CURRENT ... AND 
AS YOU KNOW, WIRES ARE 
WHAT THEY GO THRU .. 

REGULATOR 

4 

OUT ELECTRICITY 

YOU NEED IT ... SO HOW 00 YOU CONTROL 
OR NOT.. THE =$%&". flOW?? 

. .. AND CALL IT (NATCH) A REGULATOR ... SEE? 

Normally, if the voltage of a generator's output is controlled, the resistance of the 
circuits and the batteries will be enough to keep the amperage down to safe limits. 
However, dead batteries, which hove far less resistance, or heavy loads, or short 
circuits in the wiring con sometimes allow too large a current to flow even if the 
voltage is kept down. So you need a way to keep the amperage down to safe 
limits too. 

And since your battery current will run back through the generator when the 

generator is not turning, you need some sort of automatic switch to turn off the 
current when the engine is stopped or idling. 

So your generator regulator must limit voltage a~d amperage, and stop reverse 
or backward currents. To do the job, it has a voltage regulator, a current regulator, 
and a reverse-curren' cutout-relay. 



. .. AND CALL IT (NATCH) A REGULATOR . .. SEE?~ 

Normally, if the voltage of a generator's output is controlled, the resistance of the 
circuits and the batteries will be enough to keep the amperage down to safe limits. 
However, dead batteries, which hove for less resistonce, or heavy loods, or short 
circuits in the wiring can sometimes allow too large a current to flow even if the 
voltage is kept down. So you need a way to keep the amperage down to safe 
limits too. 

And since your battery current will run bock through the generator when the 
generator is not turning, you need some ~ort of automatic switch to turn off the 
current when the engine is stopped or idling. ~ . 

So your generator regulator must limit voltage and amperage, and stop reverse 
or backward currents. To do the job, it has a voltage regulator, a current regulator, 
and a rever$e~current cutout-relay. 



VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

Consider the voltage and current con
trols. You can control the output of the 
generacor by putting in a controlled 
current at the field lead. 

This is a simple voltage regulator. 
This regulator takes 
a little of the current 
from the generator 
and passes it 
through a carefully 
made coil, known 
as the "shunt coil" to 

the ground. The shunt coil is of very fine 
wire, and does not use much current, but 
it measures the voltage, and sets up a 
pull on the armature which gets stronger 
as the voLtage increases. The armature 
spring is adjusted so that when the gen-

CURRENT REGULATOR 

This is a simple current regulacor. 
Remember that while the voltage regu
lator used a shunt coil across to the 
ground to measure the voltage (or pres
sure) the currcm was under, the current 
regulator wanes to know how much 

current is flowing. 
It has a heavy coil 
through which the 
entire output will 
passon its way to the 
bactery and loads. 
This is called a 

6 

era tor voltage gets tOO high, the contact 
points open. 

You can see that when the contact 
points arc dosed, the field currene flows 
from the generator across the regulator 
armature, through the contact points 
and back to the field coils through the 
field lead. When the points are open, 
this current must detour around by 
way of the resistor. This cuts down the 
generator field-current and so cuts down 
the generator voltage. Of course, the 
cut in volrage cuts the pull of the shunt 
coil, so the spring pulls the regulator 
armature back, closing the contact 
points, and the whole business starts 
over. The contact points vibrate 50 to 

lOOdmes per second [(J' limit the voltage. 

The contact points on the regulator 
armature and the resistor serve the same 
purpose ,as on the voltage regulator. 
That is, when the current 'passi n~ 

through the coil builds up enough mag
netic pull to overcome the spring ten
sion to pull the armature down, the 
points come open and the resistor cuts 
down the field current. The points 
vibrate 50 to 200 times per second to 
limit the current. ~ 

* 
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FIELD CURRENT 
WILL FLOW 
LIKE THIS. 

IF OUTPUT (URRENT 

IS NOT TOO GREAT 
; FJElD CURRENT 

Will flOW 
RIGHT THROUGH 



Now, let's hold it 
a moment and re
examine the cur
rent and voltage 
regulators juSt 
discussed. While 
either of these 
gismos will con
trol its part of 

your generator's output, you can't just 
hook one of each on a generator and con
trol both parts. This is because the right 
one wouldn't know what the left was 
doing, and while the voltage coil might 
be trying frantically to reduce the field 
current, the current coil would shrug its 
shoulders and say "Shucks, I'm all right 
-only a little current flowing here," 
and go on feeding full output current 
back to the field coils. As you can see, 
this would defeat the voltage coil, and 
result in uncontrolled generator output. 

This, of course, wouldn't be g<XKl, so 
they check with each other -"I'm OK, 
how's it with you?"-to get the right 
amount of current fed back to the gen
erator field coils. 

At first glance the illustrations at 
right seem to be the pictures on page 
7 side-by-side. But if you follow the 
path of the current from the generator 
armature lead back to the field lead, 
you will see that it goes from A to B to 

C to D and so back to the field lead. By 
coming over this way, with only one 
way back to the field coils, it must check 
the status of both regulators before it 
gets back to the generator. If either set 
of COntaCts is open, the field current 
will be reduced by that part of the 
regulator. 

NORMAL (URRENT 
WITH VOLTAGE 
A LITTLE HIGH 

(URRENT 
UGULATOR 

1 (onsiderflrst a normal cl,lrrenl with the vnlloge a Iitlle higfl. 
(onlact points Bon Ihe (urrent regulalnr are closed, ond does 

RESISTOR NO. I 

Now consider a normal or low voltoge, with 0 hiP 2 currenl (possib'ly os the result 01 a low banery). (mid 
pointsBonthecurrentregulatorwill be open, (ousingtht 
currtnl 10 go by way 01 resistor No. I,wbile contoct points 
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regulator. 
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NORMAL (URRENT 
WITH VOLTAGE 
A LITTLE HIGH 

RESISTOR NO.1 

(ORRENT 
R£GULATOR 

GENUATOR 
OUTPUT 

1 (onsider first a normal (urrent with Ihe yoltage a little high. 
(ontod points B on Ihe (urrenl regulalor are closed, and doH 

BAn 

Now consider a normal or low Hlloge, with a high 2 currenl lpossibiy as the result of a low battery). (ontad 
poinls B on the (urrenl regulator will be open, causing flit 
wrrlHlllo go by way of resistor No. I, while (ontad points 

VOLTAGE 
REGULATOR 

not go through resistor No. 1. (ontad points 0 on the yoltage reg · 
ulator are open so the field current must pass through resistor No.2. 

VOLTAS( 
REGULATOR: 

fO:GfNUATOI 
FIHQ (otl 

D on the yoltage regulator will be (Iosed, by.passing the 
current around resistor No. 2 and bock to the field lead. 
Sa, in this circuit, each type of regulalar gets its say, and 
the proper field current is fed back 10 the generator. 

we can come 
use of the regulator: Turning the switch 
on when the generator commences 
charging, and turning it off again when 
the generator stops charging. You've 
gotta have this or the battery'd dis
charge itself through the generator 
when the engine stops. 

In the reverse-current cutout-relay, 
current coming from the generator 
charges both coils as far as the contact 
points. But, until these points dose, the 
only place it can flow is through the 
shunt coil from A to ground. 

9 

This shunt coil is wound and balanced 
with the armature spring SO that the 
contacts won~t close until the'generator 
voltage is abov~ the battery voltage, 
and below the regulator setting. When 
the points close, current also flows 
through the series coil, through the con
eact points to the battery and loads of the 
truck. It is still flowing through the 
shunt coil to ground. 

To see how this switch turns off the 
generator when it is not charging, you 
must know a little about the nature of 
electro-magnets. Any coil of wire wound 
around a core will become an electro
magnet when a current of electricity is 
passed through it. As you know, every 
magnet has two poles, known as the 



.I!II,il,ll"j:iilli'HlI,illl 

RESISTOR NO 2 ~ 

VOLTAGE 
REGULATOR 

oot go through resistor No.1. (ontact points 0 onlheyoltog~ reg · 
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flnO·WIl 
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on when the generator commences 
charging, and turning it off again when 
the generator stops charg ing. You've 
gotta have this or the battery'd dis
charge itself through the generator 
when the engine stops. 

In the reverse-current cutout-relay, 
current coming from the generator 
charges both coils as far as the contact 
points. But, until these points dose, the 
only place it can flow is through the 
shunt coil from A to ground. 

This shunt coil is wound and balanced 
with the armature spring so that the 
contacts won~t dose until the'generator 
voltage is abov~ the battery voltage, 
and below, the regulator setting. When 
the points dose, current also flows 
through the series coil, through the con
tact points to the battery and loads of the 
truck. It is still flowing through the 
shunt coil to ground. 

To see how this switch turns off the 
generator when it is not charging, you 
must know a little about the nature of 
electro-magnets. Any coil of wire wound 
around a core will become an electro
magnet when a current of electricity is 
passed through it. As you know, every 
magnet has two poles, known as the 



North and South poles of the magnet. 
The direction in which the cunent in 
the coil circles the core determines which 
end of the coil will be the North pole. 

You can see that current flowing 
through the shunt coil to ground will 
produce a South pole at the top of the 
corc. You can also see that when the 
points close and permit the current to 
flow in the series coil from the gener· 
ator to the battery, it, too, will have its 

South pole at the top of the core. 
So, while the generator is charging, 

the currents through both of the coils 
are pulling together to make a strong 
South pole at the top of the core and 
hold the contaCt points firmly together. 

But, when the generator stops charg. 
ing, the current from the battery flows 
back through the series coi l and the gen· 
era tor to ground. Reversing the current 

HERE'S HOW THE REVERSE o WHEN GENERATOR BEGINS TO CHARGE f) 
80TTOM WINDING NOW 
mRTS MAGNETI( PULL 
TO (lOll POINTS. 

10 

WHEN THE (URRENT GETS 
STRONG ENOUGH AND POINTS 
ARE PULLED SHUT .. . 80TH 
WINDINGS EXERT A MAGNETI( 
PUll IN THE SAME DilUTION 
HOLDING 'EM nwo. 



North and South poles of the magnet. 
The direction in which the current in 
the coil circles the core determines which 
end of the coil will be the North pole. 

You can see that current flowing 
through the shunt coil to ground will 
produce a South pole at the top of the 
core. You can also see that when the 
points close and permit the current to 
flow in the series coil from the gener
ator to the battery, it, tOO, will have its 

South pole at the top of the core. 
So, while the generator is charging, 

the currents through both of the coils 
are pulling together to make a strong 
South pole at the top of the core and 
hold the contact points firmly together. 

But, when the generator stops charg
ing, the current from the battery flows 
back through the series coil and the gen
erator to ground. Reversing the current 

HERE'S HOW THE REVERSE o WHEN GENERATOR BEGINS TO CHARGE f} 
BOTTOM WINDING HOW 
EXEITS MAGNH1( PULL 

TO (lOS! POINTS. 
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WHEN THE (UIIENT GUS 
STIONG ENOUGH AND POINTS 
ARE PUllED ~UT .. . 80TH 
WINOINGS EXERT A MAGNH1( 
PUll IN TH£ S .... DilUTION 
HOLDING 'EM nOSED. 

\HUNT (Oil -"J:::;;:.;;iijir-. 

GROUND 

in the series coil reverses the magnetic 
polarity .. of this coil. Its top pole is now 
North. At the same time, some of the 
current is still passing through the shunt 
coil from A to ground. So the top pole 
of the shunt coi l is still South. So you 
see, the two coi ls are now working a
gainst each other and the armature 
spring opens the contact points, discon
necting the generator from the battery. 

The thing to remember here is that 
no matter which direction the current 
is flowing in the series coil and heavy 
leads, it always flows from point A to 
ground through the shunt coi l, so the 
shunt coil always has the same pole at 
the top. (This relay would work just 
as well if both North poles were up a 
forward current. The trick is to get the 
coils bucking each other on the reverse 
current.) 

CURRENT CUT-OUT RELAY WORKS 

9 WHEN GENERATOR STOPS CHARGING o 
(UIRENT FLOWS 

8ACK FIOM BATTEIY TO 
GENERATOR. 

-NOTK£ 
THAT EVEN THOUGH 

THE (UIHNT STIll FLOWS 
UO: THIOUGH TOP (Oil. 
CUUENT IS STIll flOWING 
fOlWARO THROUGH BOnOM COIL 

TO 
GENfRATOft 

THUS CANCElUHG 
OUT MAGNH1C POlES . 
AND THE POINTS OI'fN UP 

ONCE MORE. fi.~C;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;~0) 

SHUNT I 

*HOJK( 

NO CUIRENT FLOWS 
UNTil GENERATOR 
RESUMES CHARGING 
ONCE MOlt 

11 

GENERATOR 



in the series coil reverses the magnetic 
polarity.of this coil. Its top pole is now 
North. At the same time, some of the 
current is still passing through the shunt 
coil from A to ground. So the cop pole 
of the s,hunt coil is still South. So 'you 
see, the two coils are now working a
gainst each other and the armature 
spring opens the contact points, discon
necting the generator from the battery. 

The: thing co rememocr here is that 
no matter which direction the current 
is flowing in the series coil and heavy 
kads, it always flows from point A co 
ground through the shunt coil, so the 
shunt coil always has the same pole at 
the tOp. (This relay would work just 
as well jf both North poles werc up a 
forward currcnt. The trick is to get the 
coils bucking each other on the reverse 
current. ) 

CURRENT CUT-OUT RELAY WORKS 

() WHEN GENERATOR STOPS CHARGING 

CURRENT flOWS 
BACK FlOM BATTERY TO 
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THAT EVEN THOUGH 

THE CUIRENT STILL FLOWS 
BAU THROUGH TOP COtL . 
CURIENT IS STill FLOWING 
FORWARD THROUGH BOTTOM COll. 
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GENERATOR 

THUS CANCElUNG 
OUT MAGNETIC POLES. 
AND THE POINTS OPEN UP 
ONCE MORL 

SHUNT 

-HOTKE 
NO CURRENT FLOWS 

UNTIl GENERATOR 
RESUMES CHARGING 
ONCE MORE. 
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TO lOM 

It has the voltage regulator working cunent;andthereverse-current cutout to 
through a shunt coil to measure and connect the generator onto the line as it 
limit current; and the current regulator comes up to charging voltage,off the line 
using a series coil to measure and limit when it falls below charging voltage. 

lemembtr that this artide fells you about woot g6tS on in your generator and regulator so you'll know how 10 
use and maintain 'tm better, But you'll Rave to keep out of thot regulator.You'renolauthorized to break its seal. 

12 



Dear Half-Mast, the solid-type in 
Every TM on the medillmJl('::~k e (he it isn't listed in the 

says when removing a spa'r7t'plug fO:,os~,S' letter (and a couple 
servicing, always install a new gasket 0 c like it) gOt the supply situation 
when. you put it back. This I admit, is 0 those gaskets straightened out like 
sound thinking, hut where in the blazes it never was before-fast, (00. 

do we get the new gaskets? No, Y;0u can requisition those solid-
Nowhere, bllt nowhere can they be copper gaskets [or spares: Ord Stock 

found in the SNL's-no, I take th~\No.Gl~-1593805 ~rd Part No. 
back-there is a gasket listed in Ord 7-'296665). 
SNL G-254 for the auxiliary engine's Another thing about these solid-type 
spark plug. 1 thought I was smart and gaskets, they can be used over and over 
reqll;sitioned it because it 's the same unless they're bent like a pretzel or are 
plug used in the main engine. Bt~t whffl soout-of-round you can't slip 'em on the 
do I get? Tbe folded-copper type, the plug. So it's smart to keep a gasket with 
kind used for liquid-cooled en!{ines. a plug-sorta matched up. Then if you 

Some people put the folded-type in should get the folded-type gaskets on 
the main engine, but aU good engine some replacement plugs. take a swap
mechanics know air-cooled engines are send the folded-type gaskets back with 
to me only solid-copper gaskets. Tbis is the old plugs and keep the old solid-type 
very important because the solid-cop- gaskets for new plugs. 

per type is made for severe service-and ~_. 
if tbe correct gasket isn't med, the en- ... ~ .. 

gine witt rIm hotter than it sho#ld. . ' . ~. _ . . -. 
Sg' A. C. M. .. 

~ . 
Dear Sgt A. C. M., r W ~ ~'-l 

You said a mouthful, pal, and you '"The TM that calls' for new gaskets is 
know it's true. A solid flush beats two- (: talking about the folded-type - they 
of-a-kind any day-and a flush solid- . can't be used over again_ 
copper gasket is the best of the two 1JL t 
kinds you get for those 14-mm a~ja~ . 1/0// .. ",tJA 
tion-type ,plugs in air-cooled en~ l1 j " 
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Drive your live tank up close to your 
dead tank and stop it. Turn the master
relay switch off in both tanks. 

Now, turn on the master-relay switch 
in the live tank and start your engine. 
Set your engine speed to about 1400-
RPM- with master-relay switch in dead 
tank off. Start the dead tank's main 
engine. Your starter and other acces
sories will work OK with ,the relay off 
using current from the live tank. 

Connect up your slave cables- provid
ing no shorts exist in dead tank. (See 
PS # 7, page 272 for cautions on these 
cables. If you don't have a copy- write 
to Half-Mast.) 

stop the engine in your "Iive
helper" tank and turn off its master-relay 

. switch. Disconnect your slave cable. Al
ways be sure your relays are off when 
connecting or disconnecting this cable. 
You can get a nasty arc and a big fire 
if you touch those prongs to any metal. 
They're shielded, but why take chances? 

14 



Drive your live tonk up clos'e to your 
dead tonk and stop it. Turn the master
relay switch off in both tanks. 

Now, turn on the master-relay switch 
in the live tonk and start your engine. 
Set your engine speed to about 1400-
RPM-with moster-relay switch in dead 
tonk off. Start the dead tank's main 
engine. Your starter and other acces
sories will work OK with ·the relay off 
using current from the live tank. 

up your slave cobles-provid
ing no shorts exist in dead tonk. (See 
PS #7, page 272 for cautions on these 
cables. If you don't have a copy-write 
to Half-Most.) 

Next, stop the engine in .your "Iive
helper" tonk and turn oft its master-relay 

. switch. Disconnect your slave coble. Al
ways be sure your relays are off when 
connecting or disconnecting this coble. 
You can get a nasty arc and a big fire 
if you touch those prongs to any metal. 
They' re shielded, but why take chances? 
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When the coble is re-t1 
moved, turn on the mas-

ter-relay switch in the 
tonk that was dead to 
let the generator charge 
the batteries. Keep the 
time between turning the live-helper tank 
oft and turning the "revived" tank on 
as short as you can. Yank that cable 
promptly and switch the revived tank 
on. It isn 't good for the engine to be 
running with no battery in the circuit. 

You now start the helper tonk in the 
normal manner and drive it Qway. That's 
all . Note: Some M46's have a 3-position 
moster-relay switch and you turn the 
dead tank switch to Gen and let it run 
until at least 18% volts are available
from the batteries to hold the relay 
closed- then switch to on. 

OI=F ~ OFF 
BATT ~BATT . 

GEN v') \ ",EN 

This whole procedure will work with the Cadillac light tanks with 
one exception. The gun, twin 40-mm, self-propelled M42 has its 
master-relay between the slave-cable receptacle and the rest of 
the circuits. So, unless the moster-relay control-switch is on and the 
relay is closed, you con't get your outside current to the starter. This 
means that to start the M42 you gotta have that master-relay switch 
in the dead tank on as well as the one in the live tank. So keep in 
mind, in the M42 both switches gotta be on. 

(T8 Ord 537, Sept 53, gives you this latest word on the matter for 
medium tanks.) 
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When the cable ;s re-II 
moved, turn on the mos-

ter-relay switch in the 
tank that was dead to 
let the generator charge 
the batteries. Keep the 
time between turning the live-helper tonk 
off and turning the "revived" tank on 
as short as you can. Yank that cable 
promptly and switch the revived tank 
on. It isn't good for the engine to be 
running with no battery in the circuit. 

You now start the helper tank in the 
normal manner and drive it qway. That's 
all. Note: Some M46's have a 3-position 
master-relay switch and you turn the 
dead tank switch to Gen and let it run 
until at least 18% volts are available
from the batteries to hold the relay 
closed-then switch to on. 

OFF OFF BATT . E!J. iTT ·· 
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This whole procedure will work with the Cadillac light tonks with 
one exception. The gun, twin 40-mm, self-propelled M42 has its 
master-relay between the slave-coble receptacle and the rest of 
the circuits. So, unless th~ master-relay control-switch is on and the 
relay is closed, you can't get your outside current to the starter. This 
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(TB Ord 537, Sept 53, gives you this latest word on the matter for 
medium tanks.) 
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When you get that slick new M101 
trailer, give a close look at the contract 
number. You' ll find it on the combina
tion nameplate on front of the vehicle. 

If it's Contract No. DA-20-113-0rd-
11649, best inspect your wheel hubs 
before the trailer's used. 

Seems that most of the MlOl's ob
tained under this contract came from 
the factory with hubs contaminated by 
metal chips and other foreign matter
stuff that can flub up. the hub assemblies 
in a hurry if it's not cleaned out before 
the trailer's put into operation. 

]n case you find damage done al
ready, get it to Ordnance fast. Should 
be able to get back some of Uncle's cab
bage on the manufacturer's warranty. 
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Been havin' trouble with your oil
cooler lines on Continental AV-1790 
engines in M46A 1 and M47 tanks? Re
lax. There's a new damp (Ord Stock 
No. G254·7359600) that holds both 
lines, and prevents the vibration which 
was causing the lines to break at the oil 
filter and the oil cooler (Fig 1). This 
clamp won't fit M4S's, which have a 
different clamp and shouldn't be both
ering you, anyhoo. 

Your requisition can be justified on 
the basis of MWO Ord GI·W39 (28 
Aug 53) which says this fix is urgent. 

" 



Whatever else you've been doing 
with your old tire flaps, the thing to do 
now is to hold 'em. 

If you get a new tire you get a new 
flap. If you get a recap---no flap. An old 
flap's bener than no flap a'tall. 

This doesn't mean to hoard 'em. Any 
time you get a new flap turn the old one 
in so's the other guy gets a break. 

So the outer insulation on your elec
trical cab-Ie's beginning to crack up and 
slough off? Heat, weather and ordinary 
wear cake their toll, y'know. 'Best get 
it worked over before you wind up 
with a bare wire, short circuits and 
trouble. 

HOW 10 MAKE A WORN INSULATION 
GOOP-As-NEW •••• 

I APPLY TWO LAYERS 
OF SCOTCH ELEC
TR�cAL TAPE OR 
BLACK ACETATE 
(VINYL) WHIO-i
EVER 15 HANDY. 

I C.AR-E·F-U·L! 
DON'T BEND IT, BCJY. 
NOW SRUSHOR 
SPRAY WITH IGNI
nON IN5ULATION 
COMPOUND (ORD 
STOCK#5l-C-3'OQq) 
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Here's one for the power steering 
trucks, MSI and similar. Complaints 
of hard steering, excessive loss of oil 
and surplus oil in the air cleaner or blue 
smoke from the engine can sometimes 
be traced to a leak in the inlet hoses to 
the engine hydraulic-pump. 

While spilled oil shows up a l~ak in 
the pressure side of the system, a tight
looking connection on the inlet side can 
be sneaking air into the pump. That 
air will be carried by the oil and make 
the system spongy- like air in your 
brakes. Then when the oil and air re
turn to the reservoir, the foam comes to 
the top and carries oil with air up the 
reservoir vent-line to the air cleaner, 
and into the engine. 

The particular fitting to check is the 
quick-disconnect where the oil line 
from the reservoir enters the engine 
pump (Fig 2), 



drive on your late model M75 vehicle, 
armored infantry, (Manufacturer's 
Serial Nos. above 377 and above 
F 1327), don't be surprised if they give 
you a right one for a left-that's right
both right. 

The right drive (Ord Stock No. 
G260-7987054) on those late model 
wagons is almost completely inter-

changeable with the left one (Ord 
Stock No. G260·7987053) anoffor that 
reason the left assembly is not being is
sued as a unit any more. You use the 
right drive and make the necessary 
changes in it. 

Take the speedometer drive-adapter 
housing from the old left drive unit 
you're replacing and attach it to the 
new one. Relocate the drain plugs and 
breather so the breather and flat-socket 
head-plugs are uppermost when the 
drive is installed. You'll need these 
parts to convert the right drive each 
time you get a new one, so hang on to 
them. When they wear out, you can 
order new ones even thopgh the left 
drive won't be around any more as an 
assembly. 
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When you're looking for mainte
nance tips-something you can't see in 
the TM's-remember you can get lots 
of help from pictures. They come in 
the form of movies, film strips, trans
parencies, slides you can Bash on the 
wall, and illustration kits. And there 
are plenty to choose from. 

Motion pictures and film strips are 
listed in SR 110-1-1 and its changes. 
But there are some released since the 
latest SR change you might also want. 

You get training films, film scrips, 
and illustration kits from your local 
army film libraries. These libraries are 

19 

located on nearly every installation. 
They also have projectors you can 
borrow. 

Your local Training Aid Subcenters 
will lend you Graphic Training Aids 
Charts, Ordnance Corps T ransparen
cies, transparencies on Hydra-Matic 
transmissions. and M249, M250 heavy 
gun-lifting truck transparencies. 
There's a list of Graphic Training Aids 
in SR 310-20-3_ 

The subcenters have a world of stuff 
-more than are in the catalogues. 
There's one near you, and your S-4 
should know its whereabouts. 

Keep your eye on the ball. Know
how makes maintenance simple. 
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WHILE WARMIN' ER UP 
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~ FOR COlOR·COOING COMPRESSED GAS EQUIPMENT, USE 
ENAME~ SYNTHETIC, GLOSS TT·E·489, CLASS A • 

•••• ~ OXYGEN USES GREEN (NO. 14411 

~
> ACETYlENE UlES YEllOW (NO. 13101 
- : .~ . NITROGEN USES GREY (NO. 16211 

--- •. U) TURN THE PAGE ANO SEE HOW THEY'RE MARKED 
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WHO'S FULL? 

Dear Half-Mast, 
The boys around here sure would 

like to know of some standard on dif
feretltial aud transmissi011 11lbe levels, 
like Low, Safe Driving Range, and 
Full, so there's a reasonable range of 
tolerance. 

I have sectl gigs put on as little as 

cise mark and drive a cold vehicle 100 
yards, you'll get a low level if you check 
it at once. And 15 minutes later the oil 
will drain back from the upper housing 
and read correct again. 

If there's not enough capacity on 
those cases to allow for at least % inch, 
if not a full inch of tolerance, then they 
ought to be bigger. 

SFC J. L. D, 

Seems like most any inspector would 
allow for that, particularly if a guy 
was smart and told him before the oil 
check was made thac the vehicle was 
juse driven and might check low. When 
you give The Man some conversation 
like that before trouble shows up, it 
might sound like a reason-when you 
bring it up afterward, it sounds more 
like an alibi. 

1/ 16-inch variation from the standards. 
This is ridiculous. If you fill to the pre-
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HINTS ON DIRTY WORK 
Dear Half-Mast, 

lJ7hat's the dope 01lttSillg diesel fuel 
to cleal1 the ttndercarriage and the ex
terim' paint covering of vehicles and 
guu carriages? 

CpIM.S. 

Dear Cpt M. S., 
TM 9-718, TM 9-788, TM 9-761 

and others say that diesel fuel oil, gaso
line Cir benzene (benzol) for cleaning 
is prohibited. 

Use Solvent Mil·S·lI090 (Oed Stock 
No. 51-5-4717-725 for 5 gallons) to 

dean road tars and grease from the 
undercarriage and painted parts. Steam 
off with steam jenny, or rinse with hot 
water. Or if you still have some Com
pound, grease cleaning (E5-398b), Oed 
Stock No. 51-C-1581-S15. which you 
mix with kerosene or solvent (one parr 
compound to four parts kerosene or 501-
vent).Use it then rinse with cold water. 

If issue grease solvents aren't avail

able, use dry-cleaning solvent (Stod
dard solvent), volatile mineral spirits, 
or kerosene, by themselves for emer-

gency deaning. Halt -II/04t 
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SHIMMY TO SHAKES 
Dear Half·Mast, 

My M38 shimmies at speeds of 15-
to. 20-MPI-l. Will it help if I weld 
some beads ill each frollt sprillg side
holder? 

Cpl R. L. 

Dear Cpl R. 1., 
Welding beads in the M38's spring

holders could be dangerous.1t may take 
out side motion, but the spring's attach· 
ing eyes could break. Then instead of 
the shimmy, you'll get the shakes. The 
spring should be able to pivot around 
those bolts. And if you drive cross
country much, cutting out the side mo
tion wouldn't solve the problem any· 
way. 

It could be your front wheels are un
balanced. Dirt, mud, or weak springs, 
may be doing the dirty work-'spe
cially if that mud freezes on one side of 
your wheel. 

Or it could be a worn and loose steer· 
ing bell-crank that needs replacing. But 
check your shock absorbers, toe-in, tire 
pressure, loose tie-rods, steering 
knuckle and steering gear for proper 
adjustment, as well as the whole steer
ing gear assembly. Make sure first that 
one of these isn't guilty before turning 
in the bell-crank. 



And finally, to add friction to the 
steering system, try using a neoprene 
seal (Ord Stock No. G740·7994778) 
on the ball joint. Those cork or felt jobs 

aren't always up t#o/{-JfjfJ4t 

MS2 STEERING 
Dear Half-Mast, 

I've seen somewhere that there's been 
a modification on the steering of the 
M52 tractor, but can't seem to find any
one who knows anything about it. 
Think it was a small hole drilled in the 
by-pass to relieve pressure build-up. 
How about it? 

)l70lG )17, L. S, 

Dear WOJG W. 1. S" 
You're right. There is a modification 

leeting oil to escape, keeps pressure 
from building up to lock your steering. 
A weather-proofing kit (Ord Stock No. 
G744-5701912) is also provided, with 
~ pressure relief plug and retainer to 
keep out water and dirt. 

on the M52-and all the other IHC 5- This MWO is classified as normal, 
tonners. The change was made at the which means that there's no need for 
factory late in 1953, and an MWO was a big stampede to your Ordnance shop. 
whipped up to cover vehicles already in However, all trucks concerned oughta 
the field. A ~-inch hole is drilled (Fig be taken in for the change as local con

I )-not in the by-pass, but-in the dirions permit. Ht'uli~_1AI"At 
spool cover on the rear of the hydraulic "/WI. 
control valve assembly. This allows col-
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DON'T FLIP YOUR GUN Cleaning and repacking wheel bear-
Dear Half-Mast, ings on your artillery pieces is a dual 

We've been having trouble with our responsibility. You've got the job when 
105-mm howitzers fUpping over when necessary along with Ordnance main
one wheel hits a rock on the range trails. tenance. 

It has helped to let some of the air Of# 

of the tires. 

What you need is less speed-not 
less air. 

OIL SEAL MIX-UP 
Dear Half-Mast, 

The responsibility for cleaning and 
pilcking the wheel bearings on our 8-
inch howitzer M2 is the duty of a usi11g 
unit. 

We figure that when you pull a wheel 
beariug to clean and repack it you never 
replace the old oil seal-you stick in a 
new one. But, the oil seals are Listed in 
Ord 8 and not Ord 7. Why? 

PFC D.A. T. 

Dear PFC D. A. T., 
You might be right, but this is the 

way it looks from here. 
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Looks like a deal to keep from throw
ing away some good seals. Like if Ord
nance maintenance just stuck in some 
new seals, then you pull a check right 
after them-you throwaway a practi
cally new seal. 

Remember. if you do need one you 
can get it. 



Everybody's told everybody how to exercise a hydropncumatic recoil mech
anism. You boys with the hydro-spring jobs felt slighted, so here goes with the 
straight dope on, how CO exercise a hydro-spring recoil mechanism-like on your 

tanks. 

With the hydro-spring you have a spring and oil to take care of recoil. The 
concentric type hydro-spring consists of a large piston .. nd spring inside a cylin
der-the cannon tube operates or recoils through it. 

\'«hen a gun sits around waiting to be fired-sometimes the wait is long. The 

highly-finished surfaces and seals in the recoil mechanism get dry and go (0 heck 
without oil. 

There arc two different ways you can get an oil film on these seals and sliding 
surfaces-and both of them is by exercising. Not you-the gun. You use one 

method or t'other as required to keep these parts juiced up. 
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When you fill the M3 pump with 
recoil oil foe the job. make sure you 
use the right type of oil. Get it from 
a clean comainer and see that ic' 5 

free of dirt~ water and air. After you 
fill the pump, work it until you get 
a flow of air-feee oil from the hose. 

Then get a clean can. Disconnect the replenisher line at the recoil-cylinder 
fitting and catch the oil. You do this ' cause during the exercising cycle YOll. run 
up a pretty high oil pressure and the replenisher isn' t built to take it. 

When you remove 
the line, plug the cy
linder fitting tight SO 

youdon'( ha.ve oHleak
ing out of it during 
the exercise. 



Make sure you have the right connector for the oil-pump hose. It won't fit with

out an adapter-in some cases. Most times you'll find the recoil-oil cylinder filling
hole threads ace 1/ 2 inch-20 straight thread. If so, Connector (Ord Stock No. 
HI06-0423089) will do the job. In other cases you might need an Adapter (Ord 
Stock No. JOI3·7081491) and Gage (Ord Stock No. J013·55(6529) to do the job. 
Check first and be sure. 

Now screw the M3 oil-pump hose in 
the recoil-cylinder oil-filling hole. (Be rjH11\JJ,(f:.:(};:;" 
sure you don't screw into the replen
isher oil-filling hole.) 

Work the pump slowly and it' ll force the gun out of battery. W hen the gun 
moves out of battery 6 to 8 inches, you stop pumping. To bring the gun back, 
release the hydraulic va lve on the pump. 

If 400 lbs pressure don', start the gun out of battery, use a 
small pinch bar on it to get it going. 

Pump 'er out of bauery three to four times. This' ll lubricate 
the recoil slide area and the seals. 

Be sure you keep ou[ of the path of recoil-same as you would 
during firing. 

When your exercising is completed, you gotta re-establish the correct oil 
level in the repltnisber. To do mis, you have to remember again that you need 
the rigbt type of clean air·free oil. Oil gon (Ord Stock No. 41-G·1362·500) 
is wbat you need for the job. 

You can also use tbe M3 oil pump co 611 and purge the tepltnisber as 
well as the recoil mechanism. In fact, it's a lot easier than switehing to the 
2..,. or 8-oz liller.gun. 
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So's the M3 pump hose will fit the 1/2 inch-20 thread on the replenisher, use 
Connector, Ord Stock No. H106-0423089. This connector will screw into the 
filler-valve hole on the replenisher cylinder and give you a hook-up for the pump 
hose. 

plenisher-hose connection. oil into the replenisher. 

You can get the correct oil level by watching the indicator on the replen
isher tank. Keeping a daily check on this indicator will tell you whether or 
not you have the right amount of oil in the recoil cylinder. (See page 39.) 
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If you can'r get a pump for the exercising, you 
have (he jack method to use, The hydrau lic jack 
(Oed Stock No. 41-J-118) or the screw type (Oed 
Stock No. 41-)-159-140) w;1I do the job. 

WITH THE JACK METHOD 

You don't have to disconnect the ce· You do have [0 check the replenisher 
plenisher line. indicator before and after exercising. 

]f (he replenisher indicator shows chat you need oil. you take the same 
care and precautions as always in re-establishing oil level. 

When using a jack on the end of the tube to hack the 
gun out of battery, there're a few musts in the job. 

It has to be done on level ground. 

A straight up-and.-down object (wall, 
tree, pole) must be used to support the 
jack. 
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You gotta get the gun as level as pos· You need a protective plate or board 
sible in elevation. between the end of the tube and jack. 

You stop jacking when the gun has moved out of battery 6 [0 8 inches. 
Move it in and out of battery three or four times. 

And-TB o.rd 303 is being revised like it sez here. 

Be on the safe side and pump or jack it. 
You might end up exercised-but your gun will be, too,. 
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you're about to fi re away and are depending on your tank's 
recoil mechanism, better make sure that steel indicator tape on the rep lenisher is 
telling the truth. If it's broken, it could be lyin'. 

. Make your normal check of recoil oil. 
Then take hold of the tape--easy does 
it-and try to pull it out of the replen
isher. But no rough stuff. 

There's no need to heave on that 
tape. The idea is to see if the tape is 
fast to the piston and not broken. 

1£ the tape comes Out when you pull 

WHEN A HELPING HAND HELPS 

You as the gunner in an M47 tank can 
do your Ordnance maintenance buddies 
a big favor. 

On the piston-type accumulator you'l l 
see a decal which reads: 

on jt gen tly, brother, you'd better hold 
your fire. You and your recoi l mechan
ism can both get it if the recoil cyl inder 
is empty-and it could be, even tho 
that dirty lyin' tape said the oil level 
was correct. 

If you pull gently and find your read
ings arc falsies, send a fast SOS to Ord. 

Your favor is to scratch out the "one" 
and make it read "three (3)" complete 
turns, or let Ordnance maintenance 
know you've a deca l that needs chang
ing. 

Without this 3-complete-turn pro
cedure an improper check of the charge 
of the accumulator might result. 

If a charged accumulator is disas
sembled things wi ll pop and somebody 
might get hurt. 
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NO SIDE-SLAP, PLEASE 
Here's a reasonable explanation as to 

why certain Skysweepcr gun crews are 
"hotshots" and don't get many duds. It's 
because they treat and handle their VT 
fuzes as gently as new-born babes-with 
nary a bit of side-slap for 'em. 

If you drop or slam that VT fuze 
round into your Skysweepec's magazine 
you're liable to get a dud. Yessiree, 
there's a little glass vial in that fuze that 
isn't made to take side-slamming. So
handle her firmly but gendy unless you 
want a dud, bud. 

SKY SWEEPER GRIT 

One way of making the Skysweeper 
(T38) live up to its name, is by keeping 

it clean, 'specially the elevation rack. 
You'll miss the side of a barn if you 

let grit or dirt stay in the gear teeth. 
Those gears are made to fit snug, and 

dirt'll cause wear and strain. Rough 
tracking in elevation could mean dirt on 
the rack. And accuracy is shot all to hell 
-instead of the target. 

Keep a film of oil on exposed surfaces' 
of elevation rack and pinion (like it says 
in LO 9-3026-1 and LO 9-3026-2) ex
cept during operation. But before 
firing the piece, all traces of grit. dust, 
and oil should be wiped off. 
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Your gear surfaces are covered with 
a hard, black oxide film which keeps 
them from rusting. Never remove) 
this finish. 



SOFT CAMS? 

Have the breech lock cams on your 
.30-ca1. M1919A6 machine guns been 
breaking? Then you better have your 
Ordnance unic check all you've gOt. 

Some of the cams were made of a soft 
metal that breaks when the gun's fired. 
If the Ordnance guys find any of the soft 
babies, they can replace them with the 
right kind. 

OUTER DONE IN 

Dear Hatj·Mast, There's a new mount out called the 
The M24 1110lmt's oliia ring gets bent M24Al. This model's a single unit, with 

something terrible around here (Fig 1). no outer ring, and weighs 28 lbs less 
After firing our M30 mortars only a few than the M24 2.piece job. Besides not 
times, the ollter rings look like they fell bending like the old one, you'll find 
down the Grand Canyon. What I'd like them easy handling (Fig 2L 
to know is how do Y0lt straighten them 
out? 

Dear WOJG H. I. G., 
When your M24 mortar mount's 

outer ring gets bent, all you can do is 
hand it in for a new one. The job of 
making circles out of 'em is for 
Ordnance. 
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But the two arc interchangeable. So 
you're going to be issued M24's as long 

as they're in SUPP1#oI{ Jl/fI4t 



Dear Sgt Dozer, 
Leaky bellows seals hafJe recently 

deadlined two of our 0 -8 Caterpillar 
tractors. lVas wondering if il was just 
our stuff or if you'd heard of other D-8's 
with the same trouble. 

Both tractors hit here about the same 
time and they've each got about 900 
hours. Our equipment gets maintenance 
and operation by the book, and anyway 
we can't see how this diffic/Ilty can come 
from improper preventive maintenance. 

The way the shop sees it, the damage 
could come from lack of regular mainte
nance while the equipment's sit/in' in 

only. IV hile the tractor was 
seal was protected up to the lube level, 
and the section above the lube level was 
damaged. 

If lack of maintenance is the answer, 
you can he sure other things will start 
going bad. Sure seems it would pay to 
have equipment operated, even for short 
periods, while it's in storage to make 
sure everything gets its fair share of 
lube. The practice would sure save the 
user a lot of headaches, to say nothing 
of savin' parts and man-hours. 

" W.e. 

Dear W. c., 
storage waiting to go to the user, or From what you say looks like you hit 
from defective parIs or bad assembly. the trouble right on the button. Supply 

Here's the score. Only one section of depots schedule regular maintenance on 
the seal assembly was found defective. equipment stored for issue, but I guess 
Small dents and scratches were on the a piece can get skipped sometimes. 
washer, and the corresponding section of When you find this kind of trouble 
the gasket looked lifeless and shrunk up. on equipment that's fresh from the sup-

fvel'yone's agreed that lack of lube ply depot, it's a good idea to let the depot 
could damage the seal in one section people know about it right off. 
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The important thing at this point js 
to make sure your tractors are exer
cised frequently while standing in tem
JXlrary storage in your outfit so those 
seals don't dry out and give you mOre 
trouble. 

GOT A STRAY RECEPTACLE? 

Dear Sgt Dozer, 
We recently got some MIA 1 40-mm 

antiaircraft gum motmted on carriage 
M2A3 with local control-system M22 
and cable control-system M23. The 
power unit is a portable Kohler gener
ator Model5MH81 (Eng Stock No. 17-
4780.525.500). 

Here's our problem: Where' s the re
ceptacle to make the power-unit cable
system hook-up? 

Dear Sgt N. 0., 
A Modification Work Order, now in 

the mill, will soon give you the needed 
receptacle. Until MWO Eng 5-5081-1 
hits the field, you'll have to rig a tem
porary hook-up. Here's how you do it: 

Take off Connector D8208561 from 
4-conductor Cable Assembly C82085 59. 
If you have the waterproof connector 
whicb is molded right onto the cable, 
simply cut the cable about 2 feet from 
the connector. 

Be sure to keep Connector D8208561 
for reapplying to Cable Assembly 
C8208559 after Corps of Engineers 
generating sets have been modified. 

Then you strip back about 18 inches 
of the rubber jacket on the 4-conductor 
cable. If necessary, strip each conductor 
so that 1 or 2 inches of the copper wire 
are exposed. 

Make your load connections to the 
output terminals like this: 

See the 120-208-volt 3-phase terminal 
We'vesearchedallequipmentandac- connection chart in Fig 5, TM 5-5081 

cessories-as well as publications-and (Apr 53) for a sure way to do it. 
no soap. HouJ can we make this connec-
lion? 

Sgt N. O. 
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When you're shipping a motor grader 
from one job to another, block its lean
ing-wheels vertically and tight. Other
wise it won't make the grade. Unless 
the wheels arc carefully blocked, those 
motor-patrols could reach their dcscina
tion pigeon-toed or knock-kneed. 

The roadmaker's front wheels are 
made to stand, or lean either left or 
right. That's why the vehicle can oper
ate at any angle with its blade still slic
ing the cut you want. The leaning 
wheels abo provide balance to the for-

ward push of a slanted loaded blade. 
But to do that, its wheels must be paral
lel and adjustable. And a bad line-up'll 
also wear and tear the equipment
especially the tires . . 

The next time you ship a grader, be 
sure to secure its front whcels right. 
First stand the wheels in a straight up
and-down position. Thcn block both 
wheds by suspending them like it shows 
in Fig 1. You don't want them to tilt 

joggling along on bumpy railroad 
tracks or while changing partners with 
locomotives or riding on a trailer. Sus
pending them will help take the strain 
off the side·shift assembly that regu
lates the wheel's lean. 
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own is to be sure its yapping door is kept 
shut tight. And to do thar, you gotta 
keep its latch in working order. If you 
don't, ir'lldrop its load all over the place. 

What usually gives, when a dipper's 
latch is slippery, is that the bar and 
larch.keeper's insert are rounded from 
wear. It takes a sharp corner on each to 
clamp the door closed until you're ready 
for tipping. 

To come up with a 90° angle on the 
insert, drive it from the latch.keeper 
and turn it around. You can switch this 
insert four ways for four different right 
angles. Which makes one insert last a 
long rime. Then, when you've worn out 
all angles, replace it with a new one. 

Be sure you peen the keeper's top and 
bottom around the insert to hold it tight. 
ly in place. 
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Now for the latch bar. To put new 
life into the bar's worn tip, grind it 
down about Ys inch to the shape shown 
by the dotted lines in Fig 1. And when 
it gets too short to hold, lower the bar 
further into rhe keeper by adjusting the 
fulcrum bolt. 

On the Bucyrus-Erie dipper, the bolt 
carries washers which can be moved 
from the bucket·rib's top side to its 
lower side until you get the adjustment 
you want. The best adjustment is where 
the bar drops into the keeper less than 
Y2 inch. That much hold will allow you 
to tip the heaviest dipper load quick and 
easy like. 

With good working latches, you'll 
find dippers keep well loaded with bot
toms up. 



QUICK CHECK STUNT 

Dear Editor, 
Here is a stunt for determining elec

tric air-gage accuracy and cut in and 
unloading pressures on all vehicles with 
air equipment. 

Make up a test gage using Coupling 
(half), air brake, assy. (BW-212953) 
with a reducer and an air gage of 150· 
to 220·PSI capacity(Fig. 1). 

By snapping this on the right rear 
truck ouder (opening the valve, of 
course) the above mentioned compo
nents can be quickly checked. 

Mr. D. Thompson 
USMA, West Point, New York 

(Ed Note-Your suggestion works fine . 
However, a motor pool at Ft Belvoir 
has come tip with an even easier way to 
do it. They take the engine compression 

gage from the second-echeloll kit and 
shove it into the brake hose coupl;ug, 
tt~rn on the valve and read the gage. 
Only difference is that this method does 
tlot involve any special fittings and does 
not tie Itp Otle brake hose coupling. 
Since Y0lt have a rubber COtU on the 
compression gage fitting illto the rub· 
her washer on the brake coupling, you 
don't lose any air pressure.) 
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EASY MARK 

Dear Editor, 
\,<,c've got ao idea which will make 

checking (he ignition-timing on mili
tary vehicles easier, quicker and safer. 

On any tcuck, turn over the engine 
by hand until the factory ignition (im

ing-macks are exactly alined. (Doesn't 
matter jf they are on the flywheel or on 
the crankshaft pulley.) 

Now go to the crankshaft pulley, 
down in front of the tcuck, and put a 

thin white line on it, This line can be 
either straight down or straight across, 
depcnding on what you can find on that 
truck. Continue the whire line off the 
pulley onto some fixed part of the en
gine or frame (Fig 2). 

Now for a quick timing check, you 
attach your timing-light and run it 
down beside the engine and out the 
front bottom. Start the engine with the 
light connecccd ro No.1 plug and direct 
the flash onto the front pulley. If the 
white line appears straight and un
broken, your time setting is OK. 

This method is quicker, once the line 

hands out of a fast fan. On flywheel
timed engines, you don't have to re
move the flywheel-cover. 

A. M. Peters 
Ft Bragg, North Carolina 

(Ed Note-Quite right, Mr. Pete, and 
sillce timi1Jg by a mark is at best a sort 
0/ guide, this method will be accurate 
enough.) 

LOOSE POCKETS CAUSE TROUBLE 

Dear Editor, 
The cross bows on the MI04, lYl

ton cargo trailer don't go down inro the 
stake pockets very far and, ro top it off, 
the pockets are open down one side. 

When you usc the canvas over the 
bows, the weight of the canvas tends to 
pull the bows roward the center of the 
trailer. With the bows pulling on those 
split pockets, the pockets spread apart 
and t-he bows wobble all over the place. 

I got some metal about the same gage 
as that used on the bows and cut ten 
pieces out of it about 1';4 inches wide 
and 3% inches long. 1 had the pieces 
welded over the open side of the pocket 
(Fig 3). With this reinforcement on 
the pockets we don't have a sloppy 
looking trailer and we don't have to 
worry about straightening the pockets 
every time we use them. 

CWO Paul J. Miller 
APO 46, New York 

is put on. It'll also keep your light and 
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Here's the straight dope on Table III 
of TM 9-804A (July 52), The lOOO-mile 
and 6000· mile services are a little 
switched. The first column should re9d 
"0" instead of "8" and "6000 miles or 
6 months" instead of " 1000 miles or 60 
days," Then, the second column ought 
to say " 1000 miles" instead of "6000 
miles or 6 months. " Then you can get 
up and fly right with your M38A 1. The 
revised TM will give the right dope. 

Been wondering how yo:u get that 
soda for cleaning your batteries? Here 
y 'are: Sodium Bicarbonate, technical 
grade, Chem Stock No. 116046. You 
mix a half pound per gallon of water. 
You'll find it in SB 9-4. Also see TB Ord 
557 (26 Ma, 54)_ 

7o«tdatt 
Man·oh·man! That turret floor latch 

sa{ety.spring deal we told you about on 
page 914 in PS 20 sure tossed you a 
curve. It was really a foul tip- telling you 
to try it on the M48. What it meant to say 
was M47- 47- 47-47-not 48. 

Your M41 tonk power pock, that is. 
When you take this pack out, you leave 
the inlet elbows attached to the carbu· 
retors, and the air hoses slip right off. 
Putting it bock is a different story, and 
you'll save lots of grief and woe if you 
take the elbows off the carburetors anCl 
slip them into the air hoses first, then 
drop them back over the carburetor 
studs and -bolt up. Try it. 

Once more, leave us soy it again: Oil in your M135 transmission has 
When starting any vehicle in the medium enough normal dirt and grit to scavenge 
and light tank families, do not hold the without adding more to its job. Wipe the 
booster switch down for more than 30 cap and top of the filler tube with a clean 
seconds at a time. That booster coil is rag before you pull out the dipstick. And 
designed to give with an awful wallop watch where you lay that dipstick . If you 
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have to dump in some oil, use clean 

oi l that's in a clean container. 

A sneaker snuck into LO 9-8028 (Nov 
53) for the hydraulic dump-body reser
voir on your 5-ton M51 dump. What 
Note 15 meant to say was this : Weekly 
re move filler plug and screen. Replenish 
with oil to third mark from the top 
on the gage with the body down. LO 
9-8028 (Nov 53) is being revised . 

He re's one to keep on the tip of your 
bra in-whe n you're driving any of the 
heavy shop trucks, like the M 1 09 or the 
M53 5, 2%-ton 6x6 f'rinstance. You 
gotta remember that the shop body and 
equ ipme nt is a real load. You need a 
growle r to start'cha rollin ', so use sec
ond gear high.range or lower even on 
the best of spots. And drop to low range 
if the tough-saves clutches. 

the pin's in bad shape and can 't be re 
used, get a new one (Ord Stock No. 
G740-769748l) from your Ordnance 
support unit. 

Check the processing tag on your new 
truck. If it says the engine contains 
break-in oil-that's good for 500 miles. 
Check it but don 't change ' it for the 
first 500 miles. Your engine needs that 
break-in period. 

A blind-tapped boss has been added 
to the flywheel housing of the M34 and 
M35 2%-tonne rs. When not fording this 
boss ' li hold your flywh eel-housing drain
plug in safe keeping . You'll find it on 
vehicles with serial numbe r be ginning 
at 127355. 

If you 've got one of those early M43 
ambulances, with the driver 's door 

Here's a trick that'll keep your M38's barred by the spare-whee l carrier, sit 
hood fro m rattling like a bucke t of bolts. tight. An MWO is on the way to replace 
Remove the hood-hinge pin- pinch both the barrier with a swinging carrier- like 
hinge sections togethe r (ve ry slightly) . on the later ambulances. Keep in touch 
Then g re ase the pin and slip it home. If withyourOrdnancesupportunitabout,it. 
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